
Transition Initiative Kenora 
Energy East Pipeline: Our Risk Their Reward 

When it comes to pipelines, it is not a matter of if a pipeline spills,  
 it is a matter of when, where and how much it spills 

                   With all that is at risk let's get the facts right! 
Canadian pipelines have a 99.99% safety record, right? 

û This number really means that of all the oil shipped in Canada 0.01% spills.  
û 0.01% of Energy East’s capacity would mean as much as 6.4 million litres  of oil spilled 

every year. 
û Pipeline incidences (ruptures, spills, explosions, leaks) have doubled in the last decade. 

 A conversion from natural gas to oil transport is no big deal, right? 
“Pipelines operating outside of their design parameters, such as those carrying 
commodities for which they were not initially designed, or high flow pipelines, are 
at the greatest risk of integrity issues in the future due to the nature of their operation.” National Petroleum 
Council U.S. Department of Energy 

û TransCanada’s Energy East pipeline project would convert a 40-year-old natural gas pipeline to a 
high flow pipeline carrying diluted bitumen (dilbit) crude oil.  

û Natural gas is light! Dilbit crude is heavy! (weighs 1 ton /meter). It is also explosive, extremely 
toxic, carcinogenic and, because it is sticky and sinks in water, there are no effective procedures 
to clean up a spill.   

û The pipe is subject to flexing & abrasion rupture on hard Canadian Shield rocks. 
û It has ruptured many times from internal & external corrosion including at Stewart Lake near 

Vermillion Bay (1996), Otterburn, Man (Jan 2014), Cabri Sask. (1997), Rapid City, Man (1995)  
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There are safety devices and shut off valves, right? 
û In the vast majority of cases of spills over the last 10 years, oil companies were unaware that their 

pipelines were spewing oil until the public alerted them. 
û In sparsely populated areas like Kenora, a spill may not be detected until people 

far from the site notice it. Even then, it will be difficult for TransCanada 
emergency crews to get to the site and the leak to plug it.   

û If TransCanada did detect a leak their stated shut down time is within 10 minutes of discovery. 
Bearing in mind the total capacity of 1.1 million barrels of crude per day, Energy East would 
transport 2,024 litres of oil per second. This means more than one million litres could spill in 10 
minutes.  Also, A huge amount of oil remaining in the pipeline between valves could also leak. 

û Safety devices are not risk free. The Stewart Lake spill saw 3 safety devices fail.  
(1)  there was no independent back-up SCADA (safety) communications at Station 52.  
(2) trigger valves meant to actuate the closure of main line valves on low pressure did not operate.   
(3) MLV (Main line Valve) 52-1 did not seal completely.  

It is still a safer option than train, right? 
û Rail safety is important and needs to be addressed but it is not an either or situation.  
û Energy East would ship 1.1 million barrels of dilbit daily, but the projected expansion of oil sands will 
allow for 6 million barrels per day or more.  Rail will help meet this capacity gap, and rail will continue to be 
used to ship volatile Bakken crude from North Dakota as is the practice today. 

 
   These risks are too great for North Western Ontario, right! 

The above technical specific leak information comes from the Transportation Safety Board of Canada. 
http://c66.203.200.38.tidc.telus.com/eng/publications/reflexions/pipeline/2002/numero-issue_3/pipeline-numero-issue-3-
sec1.asp.  & Council of Canadians EE-Safety Briefing 
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